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The Kennedy/Chalmers Effect – 
de-Commissioning Australia’s Future 

Introduction to the 2nd and 1st Edition 
 

The Australian people expected a tsunami of moral, economic and environment reform when they elected 
the Labor Government on 21 May 2022, in forcibly ejecting the malevolent Morrison.  Albanese had promised 
to “put an end to the shameful tolerance of corruption”.  They got a lot less – same people as before, same 
policies, same deceits, same corruption.  The Turnbull/Morrison budgetting pseudo-protocols that “gifted” to 
cronies and corporates but penalised climate, Covid, bushfire and flood victims and integrity, continued 
unabated. The new section below is on Albanese’s bullying of Dreyfus et al and consequences (page 5). 
 
Those values let Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the Australian people should have 
the opportunity to understand and discuss, including new budgetary processes to reduce long-term debt, 
improve employment transitions, assist with “targeted and proportionate” (which the Governments have 
been unable to achieve) and to save lives;  and the impediments to those being the reactive people and 
processes in the parliamentary, executive, media and law circuits.   
 
The regrettable reality in Australia 2023 is that that corruption had started in its current form in NSW in 2005, 
was boosted by then Minister Albanese in Canberra in 2008, and as the “NSW Disease” was ported there by 
PM Turnbull from 2015.  The problem goes deeply across national administrations including health, climate, 
defence procurement, transport and agriculture. 
 
Turnbull’s Parliament and fused executive team was specially chosen to maximise gifting to cronies and 
especially his wife who was working with Baird and Berejiklian in corrupt NSW developer interfaces, and 
dropped the Federal and NSW Treasury CEOs and methodology.  He groomed a PM&C official named 
Kennedy and they moved from standard program development to spruiking buckets of things aimed at 
“bust congestion” and “jobs jobs jobs” , including many “faster trains”.  Nothing eventuated.   
 
They enraged a top analyst from whom they stole and, with technical 
incompetence, entangled themselves in a disastrous escape, the “Western 
Sydney City Plan”, Kennedy causing about $400 billion in economic and 
community damage.  (It is characteristic of the gifting culture that they 
perpetuate corruption and never “repair”.)  (The analyst built a library of 
forensic artillery which Albanese has accelerated.) 
 
Turnbull imploded and was replaced by Morrison who kept and exaggerated 
the previous circus, including grooming Kennedy in shaping Budgets around 
his priorities rather than National needs.  They linked with Bairdijiklian   
corruption and screwed up the recession, bushfires and Covid crises, making every challenge worse, 
maximising community harm.   
 
Treasurer Frydenberg and his successor Chalmers were wordsmiths not economic tacticians and were 
embarrassed by professional corrections posted on sydneybetrayals.me  and stimulus-stupidity.com.  (Their 
endorsement of theft and oppression heightened tensions.)  Their “shameful tolerance of corruption” in 
rape and immigration matters among others were important in Labor’s victory in May 2022. 
 
The “new” Albanese Labor Government is a continuation of a Lib/Lab co-venture and its October 2022 
Budget had lots of hype but is another loser in terms of lost opportunities and damage to society: 

• Same distorted “gifting” approach which is the opposite of “outcome based budgetting” despite 
repeated advisings to revert to OECD and Treasury Regs probity, so protection of corruption and 
repeating of gifting especially to city “shiny toys” and deprivation of regional needs 

Budget “Repair” 
Challenge to 
improve climate, 
congestion, freight 
& population 
challenges – so far, 
not on right track

RG > Package on 
transport/land use, 
covid, bushfire, LG,  

governance & 
integrity, climate 

mitigation 
(Newcastle NSIP)

Thieving all 
IP from 
NSW’s top 
analyst 
was evil, 
dumb & 
often fatal. 
ALP has 
taken that 
270 days 
too far and 
damaged 
the nation
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• Same omission of any systematic approach to bushfire risk, Covid health management in all aspects of 
medical capacities and personal safety, climate change mitigation (the nominal approach was tokenistic) 

• Same suppression of ethics & probity and therefore of high-value alternative approaches to urban 
transit, Covid health, climate mitigation,  

• integrity especially in Budgets (Kennedy had locked that away since December 2015), together with … 

• Same endorsement of theft, oppression and intimidation despite repeated requests for conciliation 
(ignored by Labor’s A-G and PM&C and thereby breaching their duties). 

 
Treasurer Chalmers is trying to pretend there is a basis 
remaining on which to build his May Budget but just as 
Frydenberg and Kennedy were confronted with my 2019 
“MALENOMICS” repair package and cancelled MYEFO, 
deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks 
of Parliament, and deceived himself into more “gifting” 
tranches, he has confounded history by imitating Frydenberg.   
 
“Intergenerational equity” means we pass on a better world 
to our descendants, not high debt to go with unproductive 
assets,  high public and private costs and poor living 
conditions.  It is not a casual science, it needs a careful 
understanding of planning infrastructure against long term 
benefits Vs Debt and climate and demographic changes.  
Kennedy’s Treasury is unskilled and disinterested. 
 

In 2017 Berejiklian admitted that using debt to fund 
unproductive metros (as revenue is insignificant)  would 
undermine health and education budgets over time.  Right 
now there is a “health crisis” in Australia as the corruption-
bound Albanese Government is still funding Ghost Trains and 
sterilising Covid, Climate and bushfire and flood risks.  “The 
Emperor has no clothes”.   

The LNP/ALP thefts are preventing 
seriously important contributions 

to these causes: 
 

 
 
That that they opposed repair of their blunders denies professional standards and is catastrophic for the 
nation as well as their credibility.    
 
There is cowardice in the “shameful tolerance of corruption” and Albanese is accountable for the failure of 
key performance expectations by such ministers as Dreyfus, Marles, Bowen and Butler: 

 

“Benefits” include: 

• Save the Children and kids’ hunger and poverty 
charities – calculated to be 8,000 and more 

• Beanies for Brain Cancer, Mark Hughes 
Foundation, Marie Bashir Institute 

• Police Legacy Wall to Wall, NSW & Victoria  

• Men of League 

• My special mission from 1972 - National Institute 
to Remember Forgotten Heroes 

• Tim Fisher projects including world first pure 
sustainable train (better than Byron)  

• Set-up of an indigenous women's' NRL team 
attached to a mainstream club if still possible 
(supported by Wyatt) 

• About 8,000-strong indigenous landcare 
program in teams of 100 to reduce fire risks in 
major (1,000 sq m) tranches over an initial 10 
years - Aboriginal ministers Wyatt then Burney 
have been unfair and incompetent in 
plagiarising the notion 

• Rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes 
deliberately suppressed especially with 2019's 
savage fires, repeated in Western Australia 

• My family 
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As said, corruption is a culture thing as obvious changes in tax and revenue bases have to be disguised and 
then left undisturbed.  That is where the Public Works Committee of Parliament used to check projects and 
reject the bad ones, in advance of malfeasance.  
 
Now Ministers rule over de-skilled agencies 
(Grattan and my work), Police, ICAC and 
Auditors tidy up a trail here and there and 
improve nothing, the corruption continues. 
The classic case in the Western world is 
Bairdijiklian Malenomics as I have 
documented -  its history, mistakes, failures, 
societal damages and collapses. 
 
The Rule of Law and AFP are the Attorney-
General’s charges and their lacunae reflect 
on his “shameful tolerance of corruption”. 
 
Kennedy/Chalmers have refused all 
attempts to “repair” LNP maladminist-
ration and so Albanese and Chalmers have 
stumbled along with this ~ Albanese has 
never come close to resolving a raft of 
strategic issues.  

The transport policies of both sides of politics push carbon-neutral futures back (metros Vs bio-fuelled BRT) 
and there are no measurement, re-appraisal and correction loops in planning and budgeting systems for 
taxation, placement of accessible Vs axial projects and services, demographic and industrial shifts, and 
ongoing health crises. 
 
The balance of this booklet explores each of these dimensions which form a unified chain of logic under 
anti-corruption legislation.  There has been no intervention in the steady progression of corruption, even to 
today, but that must change, starting with the PM allowing the Attorney-General to discharge his 
accountabilities.   
 
This booklet is a summary of massive historical, analytical and futuristic work contained largely (but not 
wholly) in public media, sensible transitions are feasible if the PM listens.  The conclusions are backed up: 

 

CONCLUSIONS:  MIRACLES ARE NOT EXPECTED BUT COMMONSENSE AND DECENCY ARE 
 
1. Corruption has been a cancer which started with confusion in 2005/07, with instinctual distrust of 

“nation building” professionals, progressively falling victims to a dream of HK shiny Metros weaving 
their way between residential tower blocks, and local industry interest groups feeding off each end – 
the multinationals and the local profiteers 

2. Continuation of past distorted values, processes and programs will undermine future generations’ cost 
and quantity of services at affordable costs, living standards especially in over-crowded axial tower 
blocks which will cause social and political instability, and environmental and employment quality 
related to avoidable congestion and heat sinks etc 

3. There has been observed a de-skilling of political and executive official strata in federal and state 
governments which is reflected in poor project, budgetary, engagement and integrity outcomes.  The 
NSW URTAC 1970s model of peak government CEOs’ councils without distortions has gone and needs to 
return 

4. The traditional protectors of democracy – division of functions, rule of law, due diligence, media ethics 
and protective community surveillance and engagement – are dislocated 

Hawke/ 
Keating – 

leadership, 
vision & 

privatisations
Rudd –

energy & 
lapses 

including 
Albanese’s iA 

gifting

Howard & 
Abbott –

probity enough 
but no ethics

Baird & Berejiklian 
– malicious 

maladministration, 
theft, vicious 
malfeasances

Turnbull took 
vicious  practices 

& personnel to 
Canberra, 
Kennedy,  

Pipelines & 
gifting

Morrison took 
Kennedy into vast 

corruption & 
mayhem, 

Albanese & 
Kennedy  

appeased him

Albanese kept 
Kennedy & vast 

distortions in 
Budgets & policies / 

programs, 
maintained vicious 

corruption
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5. The political parties recruited buccaneers as mercenaries who enjoyed torturing the nation builders and 
exploiting the defenceless, that continues, breaking down Labor and Liberal values 

6. Governmental officials who adopt such perverted principles and practices must be hosed out so society 
can recover from corruption and achieve intergenerational equity, efficiency and prosperity 

The whole of Australia is suffering the effects of 
“Bairdijiklian Malenomics” which started in June 2012.  
Specific indicators include rejection of “Budget repair” 
and better advice, theft of cherry-picked ideas, and 
much more of which this is an helicopter ride: 

• Political confusion and variability, no “plan”, 
excessive delays in adjustments, clumsy 
mechanisms  

• Lack of “balance” between cities & regions, 
“imbalance” in infrastructure spending, high 
regional impacts 

• Excessive reliance on debt, projects have 
extremely low “revenue cover” (less than 5% in 
the Metros) and low to negative benefit/cost 
ratios 

• Engineering crises in WestConnex and Metro – 
Australia’s “biggest projects” and least 
sustainable, the Western Sydney City Plan is 
destructive on transit and freight systems  

• Budgets prevent spending on sooner, cheaper 
and more effective “options” (cf Eddington in 
Melbourne and Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney) 

• Projects are poorly planned:  high levels of waste 
and cost overruns, they produce more congestion 
not less. 

The 8 years of forced homelessness and destitution and 
emergence of 3 critical illnesses, 62 days of antibiotics 
and 10 days in hospital, produced no sign of empathy 
from Albanese, Chalmers and their peers, all because I 
am courageous and independent – and superior in skills 
and experience. 

 

 

 

  

The “true housing & industry economics” of Sydney depend on 

the legacy Bradfield  inner metro, suburban electrification & 

Harbour Bridge.  This is an inter-generational assessment.  The 

Metro case had no economic or operational logic beyond very 

long-term per Christie & Ben Keneally 2006 Urban Transport 

Statement.

Metro decisions based on a sub-model, axial densification, 

divorced from transit and freight traffics and failed “Baird 

Model” – tiny fare or “revenue cover”, fierce opposition to 

Hong Kong tower blocks, short-term engineering & financial 

crises.
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Bairdijiklian

URTAC Reports 1 & 2 
1975-79

Christie Long Term 
Rail Plan 2001

Gibbons Case to 
Pause & economic 

review 2016 > onwards

Christie Independent 
2010

RailCorp ANZAC 
Metro 2005-07 

Gibbons Eddington 
Bedrock 2014

Kristina Keneally 
Western Fast Rail 2010

Baird/ BOF Treasury 
distortions w false 
business cases 2011

June 2012: 
Berejiklian/ Baird

2005-09 
Iemma/Chalmers/  

Rees chaos
Albanese iA 

backdoor 2008
Albanese Green Metro 

catastrophe 2008

2008 Baird steals 
Nth Beaches BRT

Baird/ Berejiklian 2016 
panic – W Metro & Nth 

Beaches  road
2016-18 Kennedy W Syd 
City Deal – devastating 
damage c $400 billion

Greiner SIS 2012 
including BRT

Gibbons Goanna 
Bridge & CBD/ 

Innerwest solution

Dec 2015: Kennedy 
starts to corrupt 

planning & budgets

The greatest names in transport 

planning, Bradfield, Cox, Christie, 

Messiter & Eddington, observed 

the “rule of law”, none of the 

corrupters did
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Framework for the Dreyfus discussion: 

 
NB the chronic inability and/or unwillingness to “plan” – to think, engage and tie the Government to a 
competent end-to-end implementation path. 
 
There are two major contextual considerations, first the repair of the accumulation of LNP cruelty and 
corruption as a major priority for the incoming Labor PM: 
 

 
and an usual level of pacification of integrity actions by Ministers as a result of bullying or similar: 

 

Reciprocal obligation on “Rule of Law” agencies   – act or experience reaction

MALFEASANCE

• Initial plagiarism
• Refusal to discuss compensation
• Incitement to others to repeat 

plagiarism & refusal to discuss
• Coercion, bullying

MALADMINISTRATION

• Refusal to amend defective “design”
• Theft of ideas for less cost, PR 

safety/ avoidance
• Negate positive action and damage 

society – current &/or into the future
• Destruction of IP to hurt, harm and 

force fatal results 
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Criminal behaviour

• Threaten or cause injury or serious 
injury

• Lead victim to fear death
• Cause near fatal or fatal eventuality
• Cause community illness, dislocation 

&/or deaths

Misdeamour

• Prevent from living a normal life -
preventing cooking and lifestyle 
equipment, travel, rest & recreation

• Cause avoidable cost and 
operational/ other damage or 
difficulties
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RULE OF LAW

AF P – protecting 
citizens

Citizens subject to 
criminal conspiracy

Abuse of Human 
Rights

Oppression by Fed 
officialsNCAC

NSW ICAC on joint 
matters

Criminal Code

A-G’s Authority

“Corruption” comprises misuse of and distortions in 
allocation of Federal power and resources, “above 
authority” or with improper intent including to cause 
injury or death

Must
• Protect the “public 

interest”
• Ensure rule of law and 

checks & balances
• Make all arms of 

government accountable to 
the public

• Provide fair & efficient 
dispute settlement

DUTIES OF 
THE PM

Remove 
coercion & 
bullying by/of 
Ministers and 
agencies

Encourage 
accountability 
and 
commitment to 
better outcomes

Ensure accurate 
measurement of 
targets and 
progress in key 
PIs

Protecting the integrity of democracy & of government 
after a period of haphazard maladministration:  anti-
corruption & due diligence

Other essential probity and integrity 
mechanisms are Treasury Regs, environmental 
and economic protocols based on accepted 
national policies, and Human Rights, torture and 
similar international obligations.

IN “RECUSAL”

PM

Treasurer 
Chalmers & 
Officials

A-G Dreyfus & 
AFP

Ministers esp 
King

Independents
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Dreyfus has shown no interest in the following experiences of his colleagues: 

 
Dreyfus should be handling such issues but after 271 days, he hasn’t even started while distortions in policy 
afflict almost every portfolio: 

 

 
Sydneybetrayals.me has extensive discussions of the duties of the Attorney-General but as with the 
Treasurer, the reality is far short of the probity potential: 

e

HEALTH

• Kennedy
• Murphy
• Betts

MITIGATION
REGIONS

• Albanese
• Chalmers
• Dreyfus
• King

LOCAL
ENGAGE-

MENT

BUSHFIRE 
RISKS

CLIMATE
CHANGE

LAW

HUMAN
RIGHTS

PROBITY

INTEGRITY

ECONOMICS

GLOBAL
INTERESTS

GOVERNANCE
STRENGTH

ETHICS & 
FAIRNESS

• Neo-con
• Corruption
• Tricked
• Cruelty

C A B I N E T

PARTY ROOM
BRANCHES

E X C L U S I O N Z O N E

H o t  Z o n e

T
O
L
E
R
A
T
I
O
N

O
F

C
O
R
R
U
P
T
I
O
N

B E T R A Y A L S
• INTEGRITY   • BUSHFIRE RISK via 8,000 Indig rangers     • URBAN CLIMATE/ACCESSIBILITY  • REGIONAL EQUITY
• INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY – services/debt/climate    • DO THE CRIME, PAY THE DIME     •  SOCIAL  SUPPORT

•  COVID VICTIMS – current & future

• Lack of legitimacy in harming citizens & communities
• Malicious & intimidatory motives which continue
• Imposition of the costs of malfeasance & maladministration 

on current & future generations regardless of NCAC
• Escaping appropriate punishment despite Criminal Code
• Broken democracy reflected in political & journalistic 

breakdowns despite supposed Ethics
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In the governance areas performance has been poor with Chalmers, Bowen, Albanese, Dreyfus and King 
attracting attention: 

 

 
  

 
The predominant political culture at Fed and State levels is of fused coalitions of mutual boosting.  That 
includes their reliance on back-corridor operatives who have no real life experience or achievements, in 
fact, the greater their record of corruption of process and protocol, the more they are paid.   
 
All are “virtually” violent towards independent thinkers.  They cannot provide or obtain quality advice, they 
cause problems, then they reinforce the problems – avoiding “repair” - to protect their egos.   
 
These are unacceptable in a democracy. 
 
Albanese seems to accept in principle the legal obligations of “perpetuity” in all of those areas except 
plagiarism, to this point.  That means governments are responsible for the debts and costs left by their 
predecessors. 
 
Dreyfus’ accountabilities are listed in the left column with comments against national and personal 
performance, plus “needs to do”. 
 
Regrettably the significance of the issues requires a few “reform or resign”: 

 

Mark Dreyfus left me to rot in yet another Chalmers’ rotten weekend of oppression, declining health 
despite my best efforts (but they are the effects of hypertension, anaemia and diabetes and even 
torture), and lost opportunities to do what any leader than Albanese would welcome.  

That includes haphazard environmental and climate actions which are opposite in intention and 
effect of OECD’s and my own work.  Canberra officials are inexperienced and inexpert.  I now have 3 
days to make mayhem and I will.

Watching the Corruption regime roll on in the 8th Kennedy suppression of budgetary  reform to –
well, you know what, it’s here.  The acts of malice and suppressed benefits  will stain this 
Government’s repute.  I was serious in comparing him with Red Ted who was charged with 
corruption as I recall.  That is coming.

Chalmers condemned himself to an attached label of child-killer and in rich examples of idiocy and 
inexperience;  and now Mark, who should know better, is hypocritical is pretending to sponsor anti-
corruption legislation with the  NCAC subsequently facing perdition.  Now I start to circulate the full 
Albanese path of corruption 2007 to 2022 which you’ll see on Monday,  I guess,  as Mark  is possibly 
uncaring, to my surprise.

Infallible sign fm Albo - he likes Perrottet, 
fello Covid killers

BIAS  >  MALFEASANCE  >  MALADMINISTRATION  >  OPPRESSION

LNP AFFILIATION 

ENVY        INSANELY JEALOUS OF PEOPLE WHO KNOW MORE ABOUT TRANSPORT, BUDGETTING, INTEGRITY

LNP AFFFILIATION       APPOINTMENT OF FAILED COALITION APPARTCHIKS w/0 MERIT REVIEW 

CHALMERS / BOWEN

CHALMERS

KING

COVID

BUDGET CORRUPTION    GIFTING TO WASTEFUL TOYS > MORE CORRUPTION >  DENY KEY CLIMATE & COVID 

BUDGET CORRUPTION GIFTING & CRONIES > INCREASE BIASES >  DENY  OECD/ GIBBONS RE-PRIORITISATION

BREAKDOWN RULE OF LAW  SOFTEN NCAC re MEDIA & LNP (ESP ALBANESE) CONCERNS

BREAKDOWN RULE OF LAW  IGNORE HUMAN RIGHTS & CRIMINAL CODE ACTS, BOW TO THE BULLY ALBANESE

ALBANESE

ALBANESE

CHALMERS

DREYFUS

AFFILIATION W MORRISON + PREMIERS > REJECTION GIBBONS  &  MEDICINE  > MASSIVE HUMAN TOLL

BIAS  >  MALFEASANCE  >  MALADMINISTRATION  >  OPPRESSION

DREYFUS
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This afflicts the Treasury as well as A-G: 
 

The main plagiarism referred to here was recorded progressively as NSW Premiers Baird and Berejiklian, 
then their cronies PMs Turnbull and Morrison, for malevolent reasons, used it as a weapon against a long-
term eminent analyst who articulated a conventional wisdom that applied until those miscreants reversed 
“due diligence’ and “rule of law”.   
 
The connection between malfeasance and maladministration brings ethics and economics together: 

 

ACCOUNTABILITY NATIONAL PERSONAL NEEDS  TO DO 
 

Protect the public 
interest through the 
rule of law 

• Ignores corruption & injustice • Rejects review & relief 
from extended 
oppression 

• Accept review 
against checklist 

Ensure  law is 
applied equally and 
fairly to everyone 

• Continues prosecutions, ignores 
Budget corruption, endorses 
discrimination against victims of 
PMs’ spite 

• Ignores international deadlines 
on banning torture 

• Allows distinctive 
treatment against me 
via theft, exclusion and 
oppression, cruelty 
through to torture and 
damaging 
maladministration 

• Convenes 
roundtable of 
Cabinet Ministers 
and opens 
himself to 
corrective 
advices 

• Accepts checklist 
Ensure checks and 
balances are 
maintained between 

• Continues destruction of checks 
& balances and replacement by 
corrupt and dogmatic 
authoritarianism 

• Allows continuance of 
Treasury and PM&C 
oppression without any 
countervailing by A-G, 
ANAO and AFP 

• Open to a review 
of “boundaries 
and fences” in 
the manner of 
NSW in 1988 

• The legislature • Allows deceitful information 
and  suppression of best advice 

 • Publish Green 
Paper on reforms 
to “truth in 
government” 

• The executive • Allows the executive to 
dominate the legislature & law 
enforcement 

• Allows continuance of 
Treasury and PM&C 
oppression without any 
countervailing by A-G, 
ANAO and AFP 

• Enforce open  
accountability 
and encourage 
whistle-blowers 

• The judiciary  • Encourage judicial reviews of oppression, 
torture and ethical breaches within executive 
offices and processes 

Ensure that each of 
these arms of 
government is 
accountable to the 
public 

• Permits deceitful manipulation 
of Economic Update, Business 
Summit and Budget papers etc 
to suppress anti-corruption and 
pro-nation-building  

• Applies discriminatory 
standards to thievery. 
oppression and  
maladministration, 
ignores destructive 
effects on health  

• Insist on honest 
reporting of 
properly-defined 
employment data 

Accountable for 
actions 

• PM and executive slam the 
doors and lock the windows, 
the opposite of accountability, 
Dreyfus is the same 

• Allows destruction of integrity 
in KPIs etc 

• Vicious anti-
accountability is in 
place, not even 
acknowledgement or 
internal exposure 

• Publish White 
Paper on process- 
and outcome-
based KPIs in 
planning & 
reviewing 
processes 

Accountable for 
making rational 
decisions 

• Permits political dominance and 
exclusion of medical advice in 
COVID 

• Suppresses RG’s 
National Council reform 
ideas with  denial of 
protections and other 
benefits 

• Over-rule the PM 
on illicit damage 
to public and 
citizen welfare 

Accountable for 
protecting human 
rights 

• Has gone past inaction into 
suppression 

• Does not protect, he 
abuses human  rights 

• Reform or resign 

Ensure dispute 
settlement is fair 
and efficient where 
parties cannot 
resolve disputes 
themselves 

• Completely ignores requests for 
conciliation made to PM and 
PM&C 

• Destructive cold-
shoulder 

• Reform or resign 

 

• Deaths & disabilities of 
Covid and Long Covid 
sufferers – avoidably

• Bushfire life & property 
victims- avoidable + …

• Non-employment of c 
8,000 Indigenous rangers

• $3,000,000,000,000 lost
in regional benefits

• Lost congestion, family 
cost & health benefits in 
congested urban and 
regional inner & outer 
zones, fascist controls Vs 
innovation districts & 
Newcastle NSIF

Albanese & Chalmers deliberately planned to negate climate mitigation & targets, Covid and 

bushfire remedies, thus hindering Integrity, transparency, justice & ethics, and stifling the exposure 
and correction (using OECD/Gibbons 2015 templates) of inbuilt waste, corruption, avoidable debt 
and funds misallocations, documented in direct correspondence (5 “value propositions”), 4 books, 

4 websites and social media.

Subsequently their Cabinet and Party Room seem to have paralysis of integrity and an 

infectious case of “shameful tolerance of corruption”:

• Serious illness and near-death 
& family stress

• Disrepute from 
documentation of criminal 
and human rights breaches

• Dreadful continuing, 
demonstrable and avoidable  
blunders in local government, 
greyhounds, transit, freight & 
logistics and “nation 
building” directions

• Promotion of cretinous 
elements in society including 
corporate parasites and 
political sharks, executive 
skunks

• Climate disrepute in Island 
neighbours

• Inveiglement in US/UK nuclear 
submarine cons & avoidable cost & 
debt burdens Vs sensible ideas

• Industry disappointment & damage 
in transit, regional & national 
logistics & freight, and technology 
innovations

• Infrastructure financing & funding 
streams – credibility, affordability, 
administrative feasibility & equity 
compared with stupid ideological 
defaults (value capture, amalgam-
ations, developer priority)
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:Thievery was a weapon which was intended to cause fatal damage, which they came close to achieving: 

 
 

It is a fair observation that the Canberra “public servants” are jealous of a bloke who has achieved massive 
results in life and come up with the “best idea in 100 years” and $4 billion in cost savings on the Bankstown 
Metro. 
 
The message to them is  

 
butt out, do your jobs and stop imperilling the Government. 

 
 

• Deaths & disabilities of 
Covid and Long Covid 
sufferers – avoidably

• Bushfire life & property 
victims- avoidable + …

• Non-employment of c 
8,000 Indigenous rangers

• $3,000,000,000,000 lost
in regional benefits

• Lost congestion, family 
cost & health benefits in 
congested urban and 
regional inner & outer 
zones, fascist controls Vs 
innovation districts & 
Newcastle NSIF

Albanese & Chalmers deliberately planned to negate climate mitigation & targets, Covid and 

bushfire remedies, thus hindering Integrity, transparency, justice & ethics, and stifling the exposure 
and correction (using OECD/Gibbons 2015 templates) of inbuilt waste, corruption, avoidable debt 
and funds misallocations, documented in direct correspondence (5 “value propositions”), 4 books, 

4 websites and social media.

Subsequently their Cabinet and Party Room seem to have paralysis of integrity and an 

infectious case of “shameful tolerance of corruption”:

• Serious illness and near-death 
& family stress

• Disrepute from 
documentation of criminal 
and human rights breaches

• Dreadful continuing, 
demonstrable and avoidable  
blunders in local government, 
greyhounds, transit, freight & 
logistics and “nation 
building” directions

• Promotion of cretinous 
elements in society including 
corporate parasites and 
political sharks, executive 
skunks

• Climate disrepute in Island 
neighbours

• Inveiglement in US/UK nuclear 
submarine cons & avoidable cost & 
debt burdens Vs sensible ideas

• Industry disappointment & damage 
in transit, regional & national 
logistics & freight, and technology 
innovations

• Infrastructure financing & funding 
streams – credibility, affordability, 
administrative feasibility & equity 
compared with stupid ideological 
defaults (value capture, amalgam-
ations, developer priority)
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This graphic adds balance to the costs of meeting plagiarism with the benefits albeit the bulk of funds is 
recoverable from NSW in the manner I have put repeatedly to PMs: 

 
 

Finally, A-G Dreyfus should mold his plans around the fundamental principles of democracy, not fascism. 
 

 
 
This is a copyright graphic from ReviveBlueMountains.  Action plans around it are in my books on 
kobo.com.   
 
This profound challenge is for Dreyfus to discuss in Cabinet: 
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National Co-operative 
Re-Planning Template 
to adjust to Climate 
Mitigation, Demo-
graphic & Waste/ 
Corruption “NEEDS”

Save the 
Children, Salvos

Brain & Cancer 
Research

The Method is 
consistent with the 
Legitimacy of MYEFO & 
Charter of Budget 
Honesty

The quantum of 
compensation is within 
the NSW Contribution

The Benefits of Nation-
Building Better Ideas 
are Massive across 
Many Functions 
including Bushfire Risk, 
Closing the Gap, 
Integrity & Care-for-the 
Community

14 Years of Thievery, 8 
Years of Homelessness, 
62 Days of Antibiotics, 
Urgent Hospitalisation 
with 3 Near-Fatal 
Conditions, Chalmers 
did not care

12 Weeks Inaction, Five 
requests to PM for 
Urgent Mediation, all 
unanswered

PM appeased PM 
Morrison in 6 Critical 
Matters including 
Cruelty & Malice

Chalmers adopted 
Frydenberg Non-Repair 
Gifting & Kennedy, 
Refused Better Ideas & 
Integrity

Case to Sack Kennedy, Move Chalmers to Arts 
and Accelerate Integrity / Anti-Corruption

ELECTORAL INTEGRITY
• Citizens elect representatives

• Citizens influence outcomes via 
budgets, projects & policies 
between elections

• Rule of Law & Law enforcement  
is impartial  & professional

PROPER COMMUNICATIONS

• Citizens understand what is 
happening – real 
information conveyed 
clearly on progress & 
options

• Citizens provide feedback 
on their choices

• Media understand and 
inform

EFFECTIVENESS
• Agencies report clearly and 

promptly against accepted 
criteria and standards against 
outcomes agreed

• Agencies observe citizen 
decisions and not distort 
outcomes

TAXATION REFLECTS OUTCOMES

• Incidence reflects affordability 
of access within constraints on 
locational and other choices

• Imposts reflect willingness to 
pay for offered services & 
standards

• Enable citizens & councils
• Constrain agencies & lobbies
• Break amalgamations along 

proper lines
• Keep promises in budgets & 

instruments
• Agencies bound to truth & 

accuracy
• Full cycles as in iA/Greiner
• Replace mastheads with direct 

media

• Value capture constrained in 
line with US municipal bonds

• Engage communities cf “Civic 
Limits

• Ban redactions and ensure full 
accountability

• Restore full Performance 
Indicators cf CCQG review

• Publish CCQG report
• Open agencies to quality 

auditing of their 360o

engagement practices

Sydney lacks an 
independent evidence-
based service e.g. HVRF
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ILLICIT ACCESS TO PUBLIC LEGACY RAIL ASSETS with PRIVATE PROPERTY GIFTED TO DEVELOPERS
AND NO PAYMENTS  FOR LAND AND CORRIDORS – ALLOW FORCED  DENSIFICATION - same with 

Parramatta tram which defeated ParraCity proper network planning

Iemma & Chalmers 
brought in Staples

Berejiklian & Baird 
with Staples

Berejiklian with 
Staples, Constance & 

Perrottet

Morrison & 
Frydenberg with 

Gaetjens & Kennedy

M & T Turnbull with 
Kennedy, Staples & 

Morrison

Albanese & 
Deegan

Albanese & Chalmers 
appease Morrison on 

critical elements

LOCK OUT:
• Expertise
• History
• Ethics
• Public Interest
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First Edition 

The Kennedy/Chalmers Effect – 
de-Commissioning Australia’s Future 

 
“Fit for Office” means that all parties and actors in the pattern that is “rule of law” function at a 
satisfactory level, meaning the PM and Cabinet, the Attorney-General and law agencies, the Treasury and 
prudential authorities, the health and environmental regulators and actors, and community antennae and 
thinkers.  Also, one expects politicians to be smarter than the average joe and therefore “sharp”, not a 
bungler who faces high odds of alienating many more than he pleases. 
 
Treasurer Chalmers is trying to pretend there is a basis remaining on which to 
build his May Budget but just as Frydenberg and Kennedy were confronted 
with a 2019 “Malenomics” repair  package and cancelled MYEFO, deferred 
the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and 
deceived himself into more “gifting” tranches, he has confounded history by 
imitating Frydenberg.  “The Emperor has no clothes”.  That that they 
opposed repair of their blunders denies professional standards and is 
catastrophic for the nation as well as their credibility.    
 
“Intergenerational equity” means we pass on a better world to our 
descendants, not high debt to go with unproductive assets,  high public and 
private costs and poor living conditions. 
 
In 2017 Berejiklian admitted that using debt to fund unproductive metros (as 
revenue is insignificant)  would undermine health and education budgets 
over time.  Right now there is a “health crisis” in Australia as the corruption-
bound Albanese Government is still funding Ghost Trains and sterilising 
Covid, Climate and bushfire and flood risks. 
 
The Governments ignore, even suppress,  the solutions which the Australian 
people should have the opportunity to understand and discuss, including new 
budgetary processes to assist with “targeted and proportionate” (which the 
Governments have been unable to achieve) & to save lives;  and the 
impediments to that, being the people and processes including in  the 
Governments in Canberra and Sydney & the National Cabinet, all of whom 
which cause us grief.  Morrison/Kennedy’s malevolence continues under 
Albanese and Chalmers in ways which current and past MsP would regard as 
abhorrent. 

The first Labor Leader to conspire to 
financially and emotionally cripple an 
independent expert from an earlier 
generation of Nation Builders who has 
sharp eyes, a big store of savvy & nous, 
and determination to obtain fair 
treatment: 
 

1. PM Albanese is incapable of 
implementing solutions & his 
suppression of my work and 
imposition of hardship, malice & 
deprivation of benefits marks 
him as requiring immediate 
counselling by his colleagues and 
immediate reversal.  
 

2. Secretary Kennedy is a barrier to 
decency and productivity and 
should be dismissed 
immediately, in line with this 
analysis. 
 

3. A-G Dreyfus is charged with 
protection of the rule of law, 
ensuring accountability and 
protection of human rights. He 
has failed in all over 262 days of 
continued cruelty, theft and 
harm to my health.  He should 
stand aside while my claim is 
resolved.  

Jim Chalmers was working for Wayne Swan when Kennedy was seconded from Treasury to help with the 
GFC response.  Apparently a bond formed that did not waver during the nominal warfare of quasi-recession 
and bushfires in 2019 and Covid from 2020 when they were nominally on opposite sides of the LNP/Labor 
fence.  That Kennedy was on a promise before 21 May 2022 needs to be explained as it obviously 
contaminated – corrupted – Labor Budgetary and other policies.  The argument here is that Kennedy 
should have gone with Gaetjens as is normal practice. 
 
Corruption-bound?  Let’s look at those facts and at who did the dread deeds and who were suppressed in 
line with the decline of ethics, as corruption eroded priorities and public confidence.  The PM rejected 
transit, freight and regional development ideas that would produce $3 trillion in benefits.  He rejected a 
template for on-ground medical and economic balancing, having decried doctors.  We are entitled to 
suppose that fewer disease effects would have been caused had early hospitalisation been enforced, 
which was the medical advice.  Further, that dithering cost millions of jobs and puts more pressure on the 
next generations which are already facing walls of unproductive debt.   J’accuse ! 
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CONCLUSIONS: 
 

7. Corruption has been a cancer which started with confusion in 2005/07, with instinctual distrust of 
“nation building” professionals, progressively falling victims to a dream of HK shiny Metros weaving 
their way between residential tower blocks, and local industry interest groups feeding off each end 
– the multinationals and the local profiteers 

8. There has been observed a de-skilling of political and executive official strata in federal and state 
governments which is reflected in poor project, budgetary, engagement and integrity outcomes.  
The NSW TRANSAC 1970s model of peak government CEOs’ councils without distortions has gone 
and needs to return 

9. The political parties recruited buccaneers as mercenaries who enjoyed torturing the nation builders 
and exploiting the defenceless, that continues, breaking down Labor and Liberal values 

10. The communities were betrayed by media proprietors who were entranced by the shiny toys and 
unable to understand project engineering and economics 

11. The traditional protectors of democracy – division of functions, rule of law, due diligence, media 
ethics and protective community surveillance and engagement – are dislocated, and 

12. Governmental officials who adopt such perverted principles and practices must be hosed out so 
society can recover from corruption and achieve intergenerational equity, efficiency and prosperity. 

 
 

The “Shameful Tolerance of Corruption” & Forbearance of Kennedy 
 
The Labor Anti-Corruption policy for the 2022 election promised an “end” to that 
perversion of democracy;  and the promise to create a National Anti-Corruption 
Commission did not mention specifically the  

• backroom denials of justice entailed in probity inquiries referred by Morrison to 
his confidante Gaetgens, nor  

• his equally-secretive Budget priority-setting which saw money for victims 
routinely go to corporate and Party cronies and JobKeeper to corporate sharks,  

• into “pipelines” which did not materialise, and into 

• top executive salary packages for in-house favourites whose achievements could 
only be measured in  

o waste, with shiny pamphlets having pictures and not words, much 
empty spaces and pages, and no measured performance data 

o rejection of intergenerational equity and probity, and   

o strong bonds of loyalty within the “tent of self-interest”. 
 
Pushed out of the arena was the full professional perspective: 
 

Email to Labor Ministers et at on 9 
Feb 2023 

I watched Morrison, Frydenberg and 
Kennedy disintegrate in the face of 
the pressures you're experiencing. I 
might have been closer to that action 
than you were but I published the 
saga so you can check. 
 
Kennedy was both cowardly and 
confused, and Frydenberg seemed to 
be unable to gauge the extra peril 
associated with process confusion on 
top of policy confusion.  I believe I 
am seeing the same signs now. 
 
A long time ago I went through the 
vast tragedy that was Wran's 
disintegration as he dug his "Little 
Mate" hole deeper by 
asserting  innocence instead of 
managing the politics.  The great 
politician I was working for gave us a 
running commentary  which was 
uncannily accurate.  Greiner was the 
same over Metherell. 
 
Similarly your "innocence" cannot 
sustain explicit charges on process, 
governance, probity, Human Rights 
and  continuance of Morrison's and 
Kennedy's malevolence.  Kennedy 
has tried to protect himself by 
distorting  "processes' as he did in 
2019-22 but .... 
 
To me it is as plain as Kennedy's 
vulnerability that a positive 
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The Turnbull/ Morrison/ Frydenberg/ Gaetjens/ Kennedy on to Albanese MO 
featured the opposite, now focussed on Kennedy: 

• confusion in values and processes including outright rorting and cronyism as 
opposed to "democracy" and "due process" 

• abuse of “critics” (generally informed members of the public) as opposed to 
calm negotiation, with explicit oppression and exile of R Gibbons as the eminent 
strategic observer and contributor 

• ignored warnings of risk and lapse of standards as opposed to past, wiser 
governments 

• Cabinet timidity (“shameful tolerance”) as opposed to collegiate decision-
making 

• alienation of communities against appeasement of lobbies and factions - as 
Greiner said, "all a bit arse-about" 

• thieving of IP and lies as opposed to Menzies and all PMs - Labor and Coalition - 
up to Turnbull. 

announcement on my "nation 
building" work and "great ideas" is a 
hell of a lot better a prospect than 
digging the Corona, climate, 
bushfires, integrity, corruption and 
health/destitution oppression cave-
ins deeper. 
 
I was and am sincere in offering 
"value propositions", and Kennedy's 
refusal of them since December 2015 
complicates your seeming tolerance 
of his corruption.  It is a simple 
matter of looking at his abilities and 
competence compared with mine to 
see how fast my determined defence 
will take effect. 
 
 We will see.  I am posting this 
message along with the analysis 
quite quietly pro tem and Mark 
knows the power of my acute 
weekenditis. 

 

Protections against theft, torture, threats of injury and death and abuse of Human and civic rights cannot be 
presumed as the Sphere of Tolerance is exploited by bullies and corrupters and envelop law enforcement 
and professional associations etc. 
 
The destruction of “due diligence” has been underway since June 2012 although NSW Labor led the way 
through Iemma Iemma in 2005.  There was a weird recycling  of bad data – understating rail capacity by 
over 90% in total - from MTR (in a tram brochure) to Greiner in 2012, to iA in 2014 and iNSW – they all 
rabbited that the Metros would be “transformative” which was cant.  My “Saving Sydney” suite 
summarised it this way: 

RULE OF LAW

AF P – protecting 
citizens

Citizens subject to 
criminal conspiracy

Abuse of Human 
Rights

Oppression by Fed 
officialsNCAC

NSW ICAC on joint 
matters

Criminal Code

A-G’s Authority

“Corruption” comprises misuse of and distortions in 
allocation of Federal power and resources, “above 
authority” or with improper intent including to cause 
injury or death

Must
• Protect the “public 

interest”
• Ensure rule of law and 

checks & balances
• Make all arms of 

government accountable to 
the public

• Provide fair & efficient 
dispute settlement

DUTIES OF 
THE PM

Remove coercion 
& bullying by 
Ministers and 
agencies

Encourage 
accountability 
and commitment 
to better 
outcomes

Ensure accurate 
measurement of 
targets and 
progress in key 
PIs

Protecting the integrity of democracy & of government 
after a period of haphazard maladministration:  anti-
corruption & due diligence

Other essential probity and integrity 
mechanisms are Treasury Regs, environmental 
and economic protocols based on accepted 
national policies, and Human Rights, torture and 
similar international obligations.

IN “RECUSAL”

PM

Treasurer 
Chalmers & 
Officials

A-G Dreyfus & 
AFP

Ministers esp 
King

Independents
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All confusing alright but professional objectivity is needed to be brought back.  Remember OECD’s dictum 
to reduce unproductive activities, add that it is vital that we do not pass onto future generations the 
avoidable burden of Berejiklian’s obsession with debt. 

 
She charged on with the Rozelle and Metro engineering catastrophes, meaning dreadful 
contingent liabilities, and with the WS City Deal even though it is the greatest planning mistake in 
Australian history and de-energises the Illawarra, SW and West sub-regions, the east-west and 
even N/S freight movements, the Aerotropolis and Parramatta CBD. 

 
OUTLINE OF PROGRESSION 
 
The Albanese Government came to office on 21 May 2022 with a self-adhered handicap, the least effective 
Treasury boss in history, and the acid test would be, how did the key portfolio actors do in their logical bids 
for sufficient funds to do their jobs?  -apart for Metro trains as Kennedy was like the Treasurer and the PM 
in promoting anti-probity Metro actions, for whatever reason they have never expressed, but that cause 
presumably still obtains as the corrupt actions still taint Budget priorities through automatic subsidies 
without probity. 
 
Even locals are expected to have trouble remembering “how we came to be in this mess”, 2008-09 and 
even 4 months later in 2023, messier than Andromeda: 
 

Berejiklian’s Big Lie:  stand-alone, interoperability, system productivity, value for money CATASTROPHES

The CBD to Bankstown Business Case embedded the same defect or deceit that Greiner’s SIS 2012 also did.

They also failed to understand history:  
Bradfield 1915 defeated them before they 
were born:

A compendium of data and reports over the years looks like this:

• Metro frequency is limited to 2 minutes by ventilation (CBD Metro EA), NW Metro adopts this, while train length - the CBD Metro Statement of Environmental Effects stated metro capacity 
to be limited to 5-car sets for engineering reasons (with 6 possibly later) with a total capacity of 965 (1,160 per 6-car set) – Metro website says “the platforms to be built long enough for 
eight-carriage trains” but this belies the underlying issue, Minister announced 6-car

• In the NW there are 378 seats per train according to PRs, 75% standing = total 1,500 (in 6 cars), which is at variance from the CBD Metro.  Minister stated 17,280 ph at 15 trains per hour, 
factory says at 85% standing there would be 1,130 (DT visit to factory in Poland).  

• An 8-car double-decked set has 1,624 (seating 904), under-stated by Metro. 

• Christie quote:  “If double deck rolling stock were to be replaced by single deck rolling stock, between 15% and 50% more trains would be required …” (SMH Independent Public Transport 
Inquiry)

• 20 double-deckers can run 32,480 passengers an hour under full system loading.  28 of the CBD Metro 6-car equivalents would be needed (40% more).  TfNSW has yet to justify its numbers 
for the NW which on the face of it would need 21.6 trains (8% more).  The rail safety report submitted in May 2012 described 24+ trains an hour on existing tracks as having “extremely high 
risk, operational impact and cost”, with “costly and disruptive” upgrades of CBD stations and Central flyovers.  (London is pondering 40 trains per hour but in their circumstances.)  

• The difference in favour of the double-deckers can be said to be 8% more in total and 140% more seated.  The difference between 6-cars under the CBD Metro numbers is 40% which is 
consistent with Christie’s tables.  Using DT’s “Mumbai Express” numbers, Mr Greiner’s SIS using MTR data over-stated Metro by 74% at “maximum” and 6% at “comfortable”, and under-
stated double-deckers by 35% compared with Christie’s numbers. 

Even the Shinkansen and 
TGV fleets have double-
deckers.  Why does Hong 
Kong so dislike them?

The essence of Sydney’s 
future is strengthening and 
adapting our Bradfield train 
skeleton.

TfNSW said metros 1,539 passengers/train, actual 1,152  = 34% overstatement.  On NW Link now, 17,380 per hour
TfNSW said trains 1,200, actual 1,624 = 26% understated.  On North Shore now, 32,480 per hour, 86% over-stated

Over-stated

https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/misusing-bradfields-name

Network interoperability
advantages

Greiner iNSW
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The metromeisters rejected “Budget repair” 
and better advice, cherry-picked ideas, and 
used plagiarism as a weapon: 

• Political confusion and variability, no 
“plan”, excessive delays in engineering, 
clumsy adjustments 

• Lack of “balance” between cities & 
regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure 
spending, high regional impacts 

• Excessive reliance on debt, projects 
have extremely low “revenue cover” 
(less than 5% in the Metros) and low to 
negative benefit/cost ratios 

• Engineering crises in WestConnex and 
Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” 
and least sustainable, the Western 
Sydney City Plan is destructive on 
transit and freight systems  

• Prevent spending on sooner, cheaper 
and more effective “options” (cf 
Eddington Greiner/Gibbons)  

• High levels of waste and cost overruns, 
they produce more congestion not less  

 
Turnbull, Morrison, Frydenberg, Cormann, Kennedy and Dutton corrupted values and processes.  They set 
up agenda-less “reform bodies”, to be subservient to corporate values (Malenomics), like the “national 
Cabinet” which was Morrison’s most pathetic pretence (extended by Albanese)  - he defended “cabinet 
secrecy” which is a puerile and ignorant charade and the Premiers and Chief Ministers largely concealed any 
disagreements and rejected such sensible reforms as having an “agenda” and a “plan” for vaccine and PPE 
supply and distribution, closedown and transport passages incorporating community resilience (as mine 
did), or budgeting for clinics and hospitals. 
 
The levels of waste, crony corruption and sheer stupidity are no bases for emulation.  They have to be 
expunged, not perpetuated, and damage repaired.  Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy demonstrated in 
every context that they did not know how to plan and deliver and were palpably scared of being measured 
and assessed.  That continues even in the Climate Change and Rebuild Australia legislation. 
 
These help to explain this helicopter perspective: 
 

 
 
I coined these terms: 
 

Bairdijiklian" is the seamless teamwork between two ex-bankers, Mike Baird and Gladys Berejiklian.  
Baird had worked for a number of banks but particularly the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation (HSBC) in HK which financed the HK Metro's (MTR) expansion.  (The chairman of iNSW 
was non-executive chair of HSBC Australia.  The heads of several NSW agencies have a background 
in Chinese banking . 

Berejiklian's 2012 decision was insidious 
and exposed progressively for failures of 
"pre-planning" & logic .  

Hiding NW's defects = extending them 
until the originals were "miniaturised"

Forced Metro  Program 
= hidden Hong Kong 

densification

Christie 2001: metros 
20 yr, sensible model

Labor metro-lunacy 
Iemma 2008-10, starts 

NW

Costa 2008  brings in 
Steer, NW is invalid, 

harms economy

Greiner iNSW 10-20 
years, Main West to 
40,000, NW as BRT

Berejiklian mid-'12 
deceit - reintroduces 
Labor/MTR spectres

Baird in desperate 
duress, NW looking 
sick, iA & GSC failing 
with District Plans

Turnbull/Baird cloak GCS 
with bald announcement 

without details + 30-
Minute & 3 Cities

Kennedy PMO/GSC  
distort UK precedent, 

exclude LG, Smart Cities 
is fairyfloss

72nd week Turnbull shifts to 
Berejiklian/GSC conspiracy, 
unConstitutional "gifting"

GSC takes over what it 
started, $100 million to 

lucky buddies

Additional Metros distract journos & 
councils from planning principles, 
Berejiklian inserts crypto-budgeting 
along Labor lines and builds 
contingent liability to Labor's $500 
million, all without legitimisation 
protocols.  Morrison Budget adds 
$3.5 billion = breach of all protocols

Kennedy:  Path to Perdition, 
sold his soul to Turnbull, 

screwed over W Sydney ($400 b 
damage) and shambolic 

throughout Covid - corrupt Dreyfus:  eminent jurist but 
quiet-to-quiescent in A-G and 
lost way in Rule of Law issues

King:  food & health specialist 
but now Head of  critical 
Infrastructure & Climate 

Cluster, very pro-coal & ultra-
Albanese, resistant

Albanese:  “gifting”( not 
discipline) is his metier but 

appeased Morrison too much 
and still ill-disciplined

Chalmers:  backroom word 
mechanic who contributed 

nothing to Covid economics & 
now lost in space

Critical Reform Issues:
• Understanding of holistic 

national/ regional industry & 
community issues aka 
Newcastle – no sign of ability 
to successfully “plan”

• Understanding of macro- and 
microeconomics – not evident

• Committed to climate change 
mitigation – failed to date
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"Malenomics" is a zone where the proper principles of economics are discarded and the power 
elite's meritocracy imposes hidden tests which bear no relationship to economic, social and 
environmental improvement parameters as developed, for example, by Sir Rod Eddington in 
London and Melbourne.  Malenomic tests correlate with the hidden world of HK long-term, intra-
corporate manoeuvrings, and multi- layered non-decisionmaking cultures.   

 
The only winners from Labor’s first (and Frydenberg’s latest) Budget were Treasury and PM&C mercenaries 
left by Gaetjens and Morrison (see below for their malpractices): 
 
Main losers from 2022  Kennedy / Chalmers / Frydenberg Budget 
   

 

 

Australia
Gone from one "lack of 
planning" and chaotic 
"gifting" into another one, 
both under  Kennedy, with 
Albanese surprising  with 
reversals on integrity, 
Covid, media inquiry & 
victims

•   Corona victims in the professions
      and in the community are very  
      unhappy that risks are discounted
       and transmission safety has been
       abandoned
•   There is a clear interpretation that
       past medical procurement & immig-
       ration outsourcing decisions
       were corrupt and are uncorrected
•    National Cabinet has a reputation of
       corporate capture and lack of
       achievement
•    Economic planning is absent in time
       and space, with protection of past
       Albanese, Kennedy & Chalmers
       metro and other Sydney corruptions
       and idiocies which impede national
       productivity

•  Bewildered by Morrison in 2019
     and furious with consequences 
     during bushfires, floods & covid,
     did not look too closely at
     Albanese or Chalmers histories
•  Media fell into corporate 
     obeisance with Murdoch
     malevolence, privatisation  of 
    Fairfax and ABC Turnbull make-
    over, "independents" are
     reactionary and unhearing, 
     rejecting Ethical  balance

•   The model for  medical re-
       engagement (National Council)
       has been suppressed
•   National leadership opportunities
      are undermined by capricious
      gifting to winners and unheard
      losers, breaking OECD and other
      protocols for economic 
      decarbonisation  and stimulus of
      small and medium businesses
•   Both sides of politics are margin-
      alising TEAL MsP in urban
      electorates

Main losers from 2022  Kennedy / Chalmers / Frydenberg Budget

How What Why not?

Albanese
Loss of leadership repute 

is underway with Covid, 

climate and integrity 

crises plus externality 

damage to peers' reputes.  

Rejects success stories 

and genuine expertise .  
Denies bullying culture.  

Refuses to recover 

Morrison's "gifts" to 

Trump, Hillsong and nutter 

churches

Australia
Gone from one "lack of 

planning" and chaotic 

"gifting" into another one, 

both under  Kennedy, with 

Albanese surprising  with 

reversals on integrity, 

Covid, media inquiry & 

victims

•  Tricked by Morrison on coal past
      2050, Cormann & National
      Cabinet, Chalmers beguiled into
      keeping  incompetents in 
      Treasury +  Health
•   Albanese saw advantages in
      having Premiers in centre, his
      biasses
•   Morrison  tried to manipulate 
      Biden who turned the tables on
       nuclear  leaving Aus with useless
      contract and intergenerational
      handicaps, ålbanese fell into hero
      worship

•  Climate Act is divorced from
     budget, economic reality & 
     OECD, still incapable of developing
     "a  plan" & repute is fragile
•  Covid stimuli  and medical perform-
    ance incl PPE & vaccine stocks
    voided by incompetent National
    Cabinet & Health
•  AUKUS will not provide substantial
    replacement employment due to
    overseas competitive advantages
•  Highspeed rail was to be "different"
    but Albanese ignored Gibbons/Fischer
    Mandurah model & deceived re new
    authority is confined to failed model

•   Corona victims in the professions
      and in the community are very  
      unhappy that risks are discounted
       and transmission safety has been
       abandoned
•   There is a clear interpretation that
       past medical procurement & immig-
       ration outsourcing decisions
       were corrupt and are uncorrected
•    National Cabinet has a reputation of
       corporate capture and lack of
       achievement
•    Economic planning is absent in time
       and space, with protection of past
       Albanese, Kennedy & Chalmers
       metro and other Sydney corruptions
       and idiocies which impede national
       productivity

•  Bewildered by Morrison in 2019
     and furious with consequences 
     during bushfires, floods & covid,
     did not look too closely at
     Albanese or Chalmers histories
•  Media fell into corporate 
     obeisance with Murdoch
     malevolence, privatisation  of 
    Fairfax and ABC Turnbull make-
    over, "independents" are
     reactionary and unhearing, 
     rejecting Ethical  balance

•  The Newcastle model would
      have pleased regions if done as
      Biden did later, OECD model far
      ahead of Industry / iA capable of
•   Sufferers are victimised and
       medical practitioners exhausted
       & frustrated
•   Albanese is incurring Human 
      Rights, corruption and
      maladministration allegations due
      to cruelty & malice
•   Albanese is losing critical value
      from suppressing "best ideas"
•   Regions again betrayed by false 
      fast trains broken promises

•   The model for  medical re-
       engagement (National Council)
       has been suppressed
•   National leadership opportunities
      are undermined by capricious
      gifting to winners and unheard
      losers, breaking OECD and other
      protocols for economic 
      decarbonisation  and stimulus of
      small and medium businesses
•   Both sides of politics are margin-
      alising TEAL MsP in urban
      electorates
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Bowen •  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected in
     rejection of better ideas and Budget
     repair including of "Newcastle Model"
     for carbon mitigation & regional revival
     across Australia
•   Climate Change Act excludes 
      objectives and performance 
      indicators, also links into Budget
      priority-setting

•  Climate Act lacks "a plan" and OECD
     links with budgets, unwilling to listen
     to NSW 1980s model which
     commenced energy conservation in
     Australia in strong manner
•  Generous to northern neighbours
     about willingness to help with sea
     levels without ability to do so

•   A new Labor Govt had opportunity
      to repeat historical greatness but
      fell into continuance of Morrison
      with expanded coalmining and no
      measuring results against targets
•   Over-reacted to phone call from
      John Kerry and confused climate
       praise with nuclear submarine
       trickery

Burney •  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected in
     rejection of better ideas and Budget
     repair re 8,000 indigenous ranger 
     national program

•  Progress with Uluru Statement from
     the Heart
•  Meek  agreement with suppression
     of 8,000 indigenous rangers in a
     national program to reduce bushfire
     risks

•  Deliberate suppression of an
     historical opportunity to
     operationalise indigenous skills & 
     activate future generations'  efforts

Dreyfus
As First Law Officer has 
responsibility to ensure  
observance of laws and 
regulations etc - but not 
embarrass the Govern-
ment at a critical time

•  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected
     in rejection of better ideas and
     Budget "repair" as well as anti-
     corruption
•  Refused to listen to requests for
     relief from cruel and oppressive 
     behaviour by past & present PM,
     Treasurer and PM&C

•  Has introduced the NCAC Bill and is 
     preparing to engage in positive
     debate but is facing direct
     accusations of condoning  such
     corrupt acts as theft, dishonest or
     partial behaviour, fraud in office,
     impair public confidence, act without
     authority and oppress any citizen etc

•  The Attorney-General  has the 
   opportunity to demonstrate the 
    highest standards of behaviour and 
    repair of malfeasance
• He is doing the  opposite, helping
    to suppress Human Rights, victims
    of crime including his own, the
    oppressed, the current & future
    victims of Covid and of bushfire &  
    flood; and is hiding corruption 

Dreyfus
As First Law Officer has 
responsibility to ensure  
observance of laws and 
regulations etc - but not 
embarrass the Govern-
ment at a critical time

King

•  Apparently subject to the "shameful
     tolerance of corruption" reflected
     in rejection of better ideas and
     Budget "repair" as well as anti-
     corruption
•  Refused to listen to requests for
     relief from cruel and oppressive 
     behaviour by past & present PM,
     Treasurer and PM&C

•  Praised  the Western Sydney transit
     dysfunctionalities in camouflaging
     Albanese, Kennedy, Chalmers and 
     Turnbull et al corruptions and the
     misdirection of then Leader
     Shorten in  2018 and 2019
•  Has heavy responsibilities as lead
      minister in the Industry, Climate,
     LG etc cluster and needs to have 
     the best support, better than Berejik-
     lian's offsider?

•  Has introduced the NCAC Bill and is 
     preparing to engage in positive
     debate but is facing direct
     accusations of condoning  such
     corrupt acts as theft, dishonest or
     partial behaviour, fraud in office,
     impair public confidence, act without
     authority and oppress any citizen etc

• The gifting nature of climate, Reef and 
     similar projects and the weak review 
     of waste (with grace to Morrison and    
     deferral of major  "savings")  - actually
     maintaining major distortions - further
     reduce the credibility of the ability to 
     understand and fund industrial and 
     employment revitalisation, see my 
     webpage and the very  detailed 
     download.
•  the rejection of the expertise at right 
     will mark the incompetence of the 
     Albanese Government's climate mitig-
     ation non-plan

•  The Attorney-General  has the 
   opportunity to demonstrate the 
    highest standards of behaviour and 
    repair of malfeasance
• He is doing the  opposite, helping
    to suppress Human Rights, victims
    of crime including his own, the
    oppressed, the current & future
    victims of Covid and of bushfire &  
    flood; and is hiding corruption 

• There is an idiotic suppression of the 
    Newcastle NSIP which  was arguably
    the world's fastest and most
    effective recovery from the
    announcement of closure of world
   -scale carbonisation.
 • Add close knowledge of Detroit's 
     recovery which  paralleled the
     earlier Newcastle approach
• The Government has no knowledge
     of Revive Blue Mountains which 
     was Australia's first application of 
     360-degree UK "Best Value" 
     revitalisation approach (as opposed
     to Kennedy's corruption in the form
     of WS City Deal)
•   Praised Morrison's Coal Past 2050
      along with Albanese
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The “Shameful Tolerance of Corruption” & Forbearance of Chalmers & Dreyfus 
 

The Treasurer of Australia made every 
mistake possible in his short career, his first 
substantive job, previously protected and 
now critically endangered.   
 
It has been noted before that hubristic 
personality types such as former PMs 
Turnbull and Morrison would rather go 
over a cliff than admit they need repair.  
Why Chalmers is like that, as well as the PM 
who said “I know I have to change and I 
will” on the same human rights and 
governance as well as economic crises and 
issues, is something they need to come to 
grips with as their Business & Skills Summit 
and Budget missed every important 
criterion bearing on Australia’s 
sustainability – after a period of mayhem 
(which they are continuing). 

 

  
 
I kept writing and circulating but to empty rooms, unlike the Wran and Greiner days ~ 
 

 

The “true housing & industry economics” of Sydney depend on 

the legacy Bradfield  inner metro, suburban electrification & 

Harbour Bridge.  This is an inter-generational assessment.  The 

Metro case had no economic or operational logic beyond very 

long-term per Christie & Ben Keneally 2006 Urban Transport 

Statement.

Metro decisions based on a sub-model, axial densification, 

divorced from transit and freight traffics and failed “Baird 

Model” – tiny fare or “revenue cover”, fierce opposition to 

Hong Kong tower blocks, short-term engineering & financial 

crises.
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Bairdijiklian

URTAC Reports 1 & 2 
1975-79

Christie Long Term 
Rail Plan 2001

Gibbons Case to 
Pause & economic 

review 2016 > onwards

Christie Independent 
2010

RailCorp ANZAC 
Metro 2005-07 

Gibbons Eddington 
Bedrock 2014

Kristina Keneally 
Western Fast Rail 2010

Baird/ BOF Treasury 
distortions w false 
business cases 2011

June 2012: 
Berejiklian/ Baird

2005-09 
Iemma/Chalmers/  

Rees chaos
Albanese iA 

backdoor 2008
Albanese Green Metro 

catastrophe 2008

2008 Baird steals 
Nth Beaches BRT

Baird/ Berejiklian 2016 
panic – W Metro & Nth 

Beaches  road
2016-18 Kennedy W Syd 
City Deal – devastating 
damage c $400 billion

Greiner SIS 2012 
including BRT

Gibbons Goanna 
Bridge & CBD/ 

Innerwest solution

Dec 2015: Kennedy 
starts to corrupt 

planning & budgets

The greatest names in transport 

planning, Bradfield, Cox, Christie, 

Messiter & Eddington, observed 

the “rule of law”, none of the 

corrupters did

WHAT IS “BLAME” 
A respected journalist recently wrote that silly blame games must cease.  That is right;  but 
wrong to the extent that real accountabilities have been lost in the bravado of the NSW 
Cabal, in Federal and State arenas, as they bullied their way through and continue waste in 
~ 

• Budget manipulations 2016 -
2020:  mistakes & broken 
promises, non-repair of fatal 
errors, increasing 
congestion & living costs 

• Non-preparations for an 
horrendous bushfire season 
& abuse of firies and 
farmers for the wrong 
reasons 

• Deceit and false denials over sports, 
women’s facilities and regional rorts - low 
ethics and poor managerial performance in 
PMO 

• The horrors of Corona’s economic damage 
on top of a slowing economy: no “plan” 
and too many missed groups, too slow to 
non-existent actions and support payments, 
withdrawn too soon.  The continuing cycle 
of announcements shows extreme 
confusion & lack of skills 
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It’s no different under Albanese where large sections of portfolio development seem to be muted through 
the “shameful tolerance of corruption”: 

 
 
The Dreyfus equation is dealt with in detail on the website and above.  NB the chronic inability and/or 
unwillingness to “plan” – to think, engage and tie the Government to a competent end-to-end 
implementation path. 
 
As said, corruption is a culture thing as obvious changes in tax and revenue bases have to be disguised and 
then left undisturbed.  That is where the Public Works Committee of Parliament used to check projects and 
reject the bad ones, in advance of malfeasance.  
 
Now Ministers rule over de-skilled agencies 
(Grattan and my work), Police, ICAC and 
Auditors tidy up a trail here and there and 
improve nothing, the corruption continues. 
The classic case in the Western world is 
Bairdijiklian Malenomics as I have 
documented -  its history, mistakes, failures, 
societal damages and collapses. 

 
The Rule of Law and AFP are the Attorney-
General’s charges and their lacunae reflect 
on his “shameful tolerance of corruption”. 
 
Kennedy/Chalmers have refused all attempts 
to “repair” LNP maladministration and so 
Albanese and Chalmers have stumbled along 
with this ~ Berejiklian did not come close to 
resolving a raft of strategic issues, the main 
examples (see sydneybetrayals.me) being:  

1. West Metro - an obsessive race to justify what is not a valid project, it is to supplement mainline which is subject 
to Christie/Greiner plans + new RG option to give SSA the best transit system in the world.  The Metro 
“network” is crippled by a maximum central zone which is limited – permanently – to 30 trains per hour.  Her 
promised “60 trains every hour” was a lie, those 30 have to be split between the SW and West Metro.  This 
cannot proceed 

Hawke/ 
Keating – 

leadership, 
vision & 

privatisations
Rudd –

energy & 
lapses 

including 
Albanese’s iA 

gifting

Howard & 
Abbott –

probity enough 
but no ethics

Baird & Berejiklian 
– malicious 

maladministration, 
theft, vicious 
malfeasances

Turnbull took 
vicious  practices 

& personnel to 
Canberra, 
Kennedy,  

Pipelines & 
gifting

Morrison took 
Kennedy into vast 

corruption & 
mayhem, 

Albanese & 
Kennedy  

appeased him

Albanese kept 
Kennedy & vast 

distortions in 
Budgets & policies / 

programs, 
maintained vicious 

corruption
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2. Goanna Transit Bridge - immediate feasibility of service to the Immediate feasibility of Hurstville to Strathfield, 
RG adaptation of Jacana to use tram/trains and link NW to Airport w/o 2nd Harbour Tunnel Fireworks icon, 
16,000 dwellings, White Bay, Overseas Passenger Terminal  and then tram/trains ( 

3. The Spit:  another obsession, 2008 scheme was in keeping with the planning character required and cheap and 
fast.  The Bairdian tombstone approach is excessive in cost and environmental damage, too risky in geotech 
and too late.  The Rozelle mega-cluster of freeway overpasses, portals and exits, and intensification of a highly-
congested innerwest mean that this cannot proceed in the same way that the West and the SSA metros cannot 
either 

4. Parramatta tram:  another obsession to replace the Parra/Epping link, led to waste on ParraCity options and a 
back-of-the-envelope call by Roads and Transport Ministers.  Demolitions are like Labor's – invalid.  This was a 
Turnbull obsession as was CLARA, again Albanese has put more money into a developers’/Turnbull scandal 

5. GSC reports - aspects that have been rejected include impracticality of 3 Cities and “30 Minute City, 
budget/cost/ of implicit transport projects (too unclear), complementary and innovative options, non-
adherence to iA protocols, to lose developer interface via developer compacts, theft of my work 

6. UGNSW/successors reform - revision so that it takes the outcomes of proper planning and put them to market 
like Infrastructure UK - to lose its community destruction roles 

7. Second Airport - immediate feasibility testing of Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading v extension of SW v West 
Metro - SW rail sectors to be reserved for freight and logistics (at length on website) 

8. Fast trains - immediate feasibility testing of current in-fill and fringe densification v new city at or near Marulan 
etc, tied to economics of inter-capital fast rail, ACT proposal to be re-examined v RG alignment – 
Albanese’s/King’s manoeuvre was childish 

9. East Coast logistics - current plans are too late, too derivative, and incomplete v RG long-standing work on 
Maldon-Dombarton, container and coal railing, and western Sydney employment re-balancing, nothing is 
working and Labor local MsP are out-of-orbit from reality 

10. Expressnet - immediate feasibility of RG proposals for Bondi Beach & Broadway/SydUni PRT and extension of 
tram/trains off the Goanna Bridge to North Ryde and Central/3 unis and 2 major shopping centres 

 
Sydney thus has a set of dud projects that will serve a small percentage of 800,000 or whatever new 
dwellings over just 15 years (NB Corona has changed all numbers, so see the re-planning template Kennedy 
has repeatedly rejected to Chalmers’ shame), under a planning regime that has no rigor or Eddington-type 
logic.   

Better options including Christie, Greiner’s and Gibbons’ are ignored despite being cheaper and faster to 
implement and more effective in supporting dispersed population growth.  Kennedy’s “30-Minute Club” 
will be remembered for the wrong reasons. 
 
The transport policies of both sides of politics push carbon-neutral futures back (metros Vs bio-fuelled BRT) 
and there are no measurement, re-appraisal and correction loops in planning and budgeting systems for 
taxation, placement of accessible Vs axial projects and services, demographic and industrial shifts, and 
ongoing health crises. 
 

There is an uncanny parallel:  in 1930 Frydenberg’s muse Joseph Scullin brought Sir Otto Niemeyer 
out from England to review the National Debt.  Just as I am doing, ON’s revelations hit the political 
world like a sledgehammer.  NSW Labor Premier Jack Lang fell as the events unfolded.  There are a 
few details different but it takes no imagination to see that 1930 and 2020, 90 years apart, are 
uncannily similar.  The reality, if ears are uncovered, is that the federal and NSW heads of 
government and their Treasurers are facing that hubristic cliff. 

 
OECD and IMF emphasise the need to clean up problems from the past so as to resource the “new 
economy” (which will involve ongoing stimulus and social support), reduce debt overhangs and improve 
productivity.  The Budget Repair sections are overviews but one massive issue has to be resolved 
immediately, and that is a financial and engineering crisis in Sydney’s infrastructure.  First, the effects of 
Berejiklian’s reliance on debt, and the extraordinarily low returns from her investments, show up in these 
comparisons: 
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This is what Berejiklian’s 2016-17 Budget 
said of her debt strategy (which has 
worsened dramatically): 

“… the long-term fiscal gap … is a 
summary indicator of the budget’s 
financial effect on future generations.  
… if current trends continue, a widening 
fiscal gap will emerge where 
expenditure would exceed revenues 
resulting in a fiscal gap of 3.4 per cent of 
GSP by 2055-56”…. If the Government 
borrowed to cover the fiscal gap, then 
by 2056 net debt would reach around 
75 per cent of GSP and net interest   
payments would consume nearly 20 per cent of revenue. That is, if we do nothing, we would have nearly 20 per 
cent less revenue to deliver government services and infrastructure — this is nearly the size of our education 
budget today”.  

 
OECD and IMF emphasise the need to clean up problems from the past so as to resource the “new 
economy” (which will involve ongoing stimulus and social support), reduce debt overhangs and improve 
productivity.  The Budget Repair sections (on web) are overviews but one massive issue has to be resolved 
immediately, and that is a financial and engineering crisis in Sydney’s infrastructure:  first, the effects of 
Berejiklian’s reliance on debt, and the extraordinarily low returns from her investments, shown up in my 
comparisons. 
  

Already we have seen hospitals complain that they are being so squeezed.  As her debt is structural, we 
have to intervene NOW.  Hear that, Prime Minister?  And journalists! 
 
The sharply descending lines show what Berejiklian’s capricious additions to an already over-stretched 
budget would do to the $40 -50 billion “hidden in plain sight” debt pool in her 2019 Budget.  NSW runs out 
of money and the debt builds inexorably because the new assets are non-performing.  The Baird Model of 
funding from asset disposals and value capture was over-blown:  this analyst predicted this would happen 
from the hour of its announcement back in 2015. 
 

Source NSW Budget Paper No. 1 for 2019-20 Appendix D 

Berejiklian published an Intergenerational Report 
in 2016, as a Treasurer who was about to reverse 
reform directions. 
 

Berejiklian has reversed reforms as her charts show.  
Not one of these Treasurers, including Baird, 
functioned as “guardians”.  The down kick is false. 

 

Note how irresponsible her Treasury performance 
was! 
 
Good people have tried for years to reduce the 
Railways’ operating deficit.  Then Premier Rees, 
advised by Jim Chalmers, reversed that by attacking 
the legendary Vince Graham.  Berejiklian also reversed 
it without the media realising.   

The 2020 Budget was delivered on 6 October and had good and bad points as must be expected – however, 
the changes in parameters were of a fundamental and worrying kind, including: 

• Frydenberg then Morrison withdrew from 
“stimulus” and adopted “risky”  out-sourcing to 
Big Business 

• The main SME sectors were foolishly cast adrift 
permanently – food & accommodation and a 
large part of travel 
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• Concurrent university changes disturbed the flow 
of skills flows required in the “new economy” 

• Governance collapsed concurrently with 
revelations the PM corrupted Qld politics 

• The $100 billion over 10 years confusion and 
distraction was worsened instead of repaired 
through better ideas & methods 

• NSW continues to face a catastrophic 
infrastructure crisis 

There is a continuum to corruption: 

 
The continued refusal “to repair” by Kennedy, to hide the corrupt interests that drive both Coalition and 
Labor at various times, has dastardly consequences for such “victims” as the community and reform 
thinkers of classic integrity like me: 

 

Evil / Deep 
psychosis  

Malevolence 
Hubris

Narcissistic
Manipulative

BeneficentBalanced Leader to 
Glory

LNP

NATS

ALP

Morrison      Frydenberg      Askin                                       Greiner
Fahey

Turnbulls      Kennedy  Bairdijiklian  Dutton

Obeid  Macdonald      Chalmers/Iemma / Rees           Unsworth    Wran
Albanese Keating  Hawke

Truss / Joyce          McCormack                      Bruxner            Fischer    

BUDGET

BUDGET ADVICE

CLIMATE & INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE ADVICE

HUMAN RIGHTS & INTEGRITY

ALBANESE

CONTINUITY

Evil
Malevolent
Narcissistic
Balanced
Beneficent
Leader

INTEGRITY

A
A
a
a
a
a

Improvement not contemplated

Kennedy malevolence to RG

Bowen leadership

Ignoring Newcastle NSIP

Patchy: decisive Vs targetted cruel

Plagiarism extended fm LNP ‘08

Albanese

C O R R U P T I O N

 

 

 
 

 
 

Kennedy as Turnbull's PM&C chisel

2015 - 16

Turnbulls

Canberra/

Sydney

Fed '09 Black Saturday fires in Victoria October '13 fires in NSW especially Blue Mtns

Koperberg 

& RG in 

Katoomba, 

RFS rejects 

reforms

ABC 

saboutages 

Revive Blue 

Mountains

Dec 2015 and thereafter, 

Kennedy blocks emails

   and bans Budget 

reform, embedding 

corruption

Gibbons submits national 

bushfire risk reduction 

program c 8,000  

indigeneous workers 

trained, equipped, self-

managed

• 2008 Baird Nthn 

   Beaches theft

• 2010 RG/ Hartcher 

Creative Reconstruction

• 6/12 Baird & 

   Berejiklian betray 

   Bradfield

• Morrison as Treasurer

• Gaetjens in Treasury

• Kennedy replaces

   Mrdak in Industry

2017 - 3/'18
Turnbulls,
Taylor, 
Kennedy
Baird
Western Oct '19 to Feb '20 NSW Vic WA etc fires
City Deal

2020 - 22 Morrison 
disintegrates - old saying, Oppositions 
don't win elections, govts lose them

Kennedy to head of Treasury, welcomed by Chalmers

Gibbons critical illnesses 
and urgently hospitalised
- no empathy from 
Albanese and Chalmers

2018 7 '19 ALP endorses Western 
Sydney metros where no merit, 
Aerotropolis, air freight hub, Inland Rail 
catastrophe - the Kennedy Clusterduck

• Albanese promises 
   Journey to Change, 
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Gibbons poses comprehensive 
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honour their promises and values

Albanese moves quickly on some 
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Gaetjens to head of Morrison's PM&C, 
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   farmers, fire victims, cancels aircraft
• minor promises to augment fire
   aircraft

21 May 2022 Albanese wins the Federal election, Morrison deflates
Chalmers keeps old friend Kennedy in Treasury and continues 
Morrison suppression of Budget repair, fairness, integrity
Chalmers refuses to open a door or window to RG package of 
Budget repair, Integrity, community betterment, major 

Hanging over the heads of Morrison, 
Frydenberg, Kennedy, Albanese, 
Chalmers & King is “economic nous”, 
which was expressed this way by 
OECD: 

Reviewing all government 
expenditure will be necessary to 
ensure adequate spending on 
high-priority areas and people, 
and enhance growth without 
threatening debt sustainability.  
Starting a review of public 
expenditures early is important 
because reallocation of spending 
towards priority areas is usually 
gradual.  
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Cruelty & Malevolence lead to Maladministration 
 
The facts are, criminal persecution and oppression of an individual to the point of death mark the malevolence 
of Morrison and now Albanese, with the characteristic progression from the nastiness of malfeasance into 
the societal malaises of Covid and climate neglect, refusal to honour First Nations rangers in reducing long-
term bushfire risk, refusing OECD and our own Treasury standards of reducing inefficiency, waste and 
corruption, and rejection of general Labor values of leadership, vision and community engagement. 
 
The whole Labor camp shares the responsibility “to end the shameful tolerance for corruption” in this 
context.  My loyalty and capacity to contribute are demonstrated and mindlessly suppressed with the 
Australian community denied the right to decide national priorities and values.   
 
This is a key quote from OECD’s Economic Outlook 2020 (which follows, not precedes, my work on 
Malenomics from 2009): 

Reviewing all government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-
priority areas and people, and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability.  Starting a 
review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending towards priority 
areas is usually gradual.   

 
Albanese’s explicit denial of theft of my assets and income, of my “smart politics” ways of restoring national 
leadership and morals, and of urgent international cries for help, are damaging.  My smarts have been 
smothered by his gross rejection of decency and  compassion: 
 
By dint of rejection, the political cabals have endorsed the avoidable deaths of children in slavery and misery, the denial 
of choice to families afeard of bushfire and storms, the repudiation of past Heroes’ honesty and competence, the reversal 
of intergenerational equity, and the brutal extinguishment of this citizen’s right to protect and nourish his family and 
society. 
 
Every normal mode of persuasion has failed:  polite through to assertive, expert to humorous, handshakes through to 
social media, letters through to websites - all failed against the concreted walls of the Canberra and Sydney “ego-
bubbles” and lakes of ignorance. 
 
“Benefits” include: 

• Save the Children and kids’ hunger and poverty charities – calculated to be 8,000 and more 

• Beanies for Brain Cancer, Mark Hughes Foundation, Marie Bashir Institute 

• Police Legacy Wall to Wall, NSW & Victoria  

• Men of League 

• My special mission from 1972 - National Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes 

• Tim Fisher projects including world first pure sustainable train (better than Byron)  

• Set-up of an indigenous women's' NRL team attached to a mainstream club if still possible (supported 
by Wyatt) 
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• About 8,000-strong indigenous landcare program in teams of 100 to reduce fire risks in major (1,000 sq 
m) tranches over an initial 10 years - Aboriginal ministers Wyatt then Burney have been unfair and 
incompetent in plagiarising the notion 

• Rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes deliberately suppressed especially with 2019's savage 
fires, repeated in Western Australia 

• My family 
 
Maladministration – malevolent consequences of Bairdijiklian Malenomics spread to 
Morrison/Albanese 
 
Eyes glaze over when journalists or economists talk about Budgets but the fact is, well-organised 
corruption depends on having the “facts” kept hidden behind bright lights,  year on end – real corruption is 
culture changing and blood-sucking on a grand scale, like shifting taxes from developers onto small 
businesses and households which would be politically impossible if there was any honesty.  Or gifting to 
corporate and Party cronies and refusing funding to hardship prevention and compensation to victims but 
also in OECD terms, for the genuine socially needy. 
 

$70 billion in unfunded promises 
and $30 billion in “waste” 
compared with ignored options.  
Cost over-runs on WestConnex, 
trams and Metros, surprise 
demolitions, West Metro farce  

State militarism through Priority 
Precincts whereas the promise 
was to abolish Part 3A and restore 
community, main examples being 
Canterbury Bankstown, Epping 
etc 

Forgotten promises to reduce 
congestion and to spend where 
there are inadequate services 
and in regions. Poor political 
judgement with too many forced 
reversals 
 

Successive Governments’ transport efforts were ill-conceived, along radial lines and mega-scale when the 
thrust of rail and road planning lies with past demographic change, more orbital/N/S and fill-in in scale .  This 
analyst has pounded that as had Christie and Jacana and some planners.  GSC and TfNSW have adopted the 
orbital sheep’s clothing but not changed the embedded directions which are too expensive, laborious and 
long-term.  The culture is dysfunctional. 
 
Both Federal and State Governments seem to be loathe to observe their own guidelines – “back of 
envelope” announcements lead to high waste and failure rates while funds are allocated to pet projects 
which fail to meet economic, engineering & engagement standards.  “Three Cities” and “30 Minute City”  
are a whitewash of critical issues (below).  The failure to account for the Metros’ damage to the Bradfield 
rail system is criminally negligent 
 
The then PM (as Albanese earlier) and all ministers pushed Value Capture to fund infrastructure;  but now 
the Greater Sydney Commission has backed off, without attribution to such analysts as the present one who 
knew how “stupid” ** the notion always was. 

 
As Eddington wrote in London, and as repeated by iA and iNSW in their nominal documents (being Janus-
faced): 

There are very high returns from making best use of existing networks. Getting the prices right across 
all modes offers a very real prize.... The economic case for targeted new infrastructure is strong and 
offers very high returns – the best schemes offer returns in the region of £5-10 for each pound invested. 
Government should therefore continue to deliver, together with the private sector, sustained 
transport investment. There are good returns across the priority areas, but smaller projects which 
unblock pinch-points, variable infrastructure schemes to support public transport in urban areas and 
international gateway surface access projects are likely to offer the very highest returns, sometimes 
higher than £10 for every pound spent. However, large projects with speculative benefits and relying on 
untested technology, are unlikely to generate attractive returns. 
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1. A couple of local planning exercises went seriously awry under Infrastructure Australia including  

i. Green Square (they added a tram to two full stations and a new metro station – all 
pointing the wrong way!);   

ii. The Bays where Urban Growth wrecked transport approaches and froze development 
for 7 years so as to hide its embarrassment (as along Anzac Pde and Parramatta Road).   
That stymied the Prime Minister’s and Mike Baird’s plans for “the most exciting urban 
redevelopment site in the world” with Berejiklian being incapable of dealing with the only 
other supplier (this writer);  and  

iii. Parramatta where a key rail link was cancelled for petty political reasons, the City 
Council’s rail and tram plans (and the $100 million feasibility study for the Liverpool to 
Parra transitway) were substantially wasted, and the adopted scheme came out of the 
politicians’ back pocket instead of out of a City Plan.  The Greater Sydney Commission has 
to turn this sow’s ear into a silk purse, and Greiner said the metros are “all a bit arse-
about” 

2. There are four tramways under construction, three damaging trees and houses, pubs and parks, the 
other urban quality – and all much, much dearer than busways would be   

i. Not one was properly legitimised despite receiving Federal money.  Modern buses use no 
carbon fuels and run on batteries in traffic, on arrival and on departure;  but of course  

ii. trams (with the highest embedded energy cost of all modes) have some sort of magic 
grip on the transport romantics in governments and councils, not least Sydney and 
Waverley. 

Here’s what Gladys Berejiklian, Dominic Perrottet, Andrew Constance and Anthony Roberts cannot hear, 
see or feel in the current state of Groupthink but might appreciate (EDDINGTON BEDROCK is RG’s alternative 
transport plan, based on Christie, Greiner, Messiter and other successful reformers as opposed to 
repeatedly-failing metromaniacs): 

WestConnex  -  
Anzac Bridge 
& Goanna 
Transit Bridge 

• 20,000 extra vehicles per day on a road 
that is at or near capacity.  WestConnex 
capacity full by c 2031 leaving Bridge as 
bottleneck and Govt with no idea of 
what is next 

Goanna Transit Bridge© at <$900 million and fast 
to build would remove buses from Bridge and 
divert usage from cars to public transport – no 
numbers are available from Govt agencies.  West 
Metro is irrelevant 

CBD Traffic 
Oasis + Transit 
Boulevard + 
Circumferentia
l By-pass 

• Jan Gehl did not identify key SWOT 
elements and was confined to CoS’s 
George St obsession  

• The policy suite is a real solution to CBD 
congestion, fully peer reviewed, the first 
ever devised 

– George St was always too wide, too complex 
underground (main CBD drain over the centuries 
FGS) and too vulnerable to effects of 
reintroducing poles and/or stringing cables from 
glass and heritage buildings 

West Metro 
 
NB financials 
hidden from tax-
paying owners 
of Govt 

• Failed iA legitimisation stages – Needs, 
Feasibilities Vs main option which is 
Christie/Greiner’s upgrading of 
mainlines to 40,000 p.h. per direction 

• Wrong time space, depth and cost 
envelope ($12 billion+) to serve The Bays 
which is locked away from Google Vs 
16,000 dwellings, Fireworks and OPT via 
Goanna Transit Bridge 

Ron Christie and Greiner’s iNSW established a 
high benefit from lower-cost strengthening of 
the Main West, which now is a better option than 
SW to Badgerys SSA.  ADD Goanna Transit Bridge 
at <$900 million and fast to build.  Berejiklian 
confuses cheap and fast “local solutions” with 
very expensive and longer-term regional 
augmentation, later (former are in iA and iNSW 
guidelines) 

Strathfield to 
Hurstville 
orbital rail 

• In Scully’s 1998 and SSROC’s 2010 
strategies 

• Now better done through tram/trains 
• Obviate or delay the 2nd Crossing 

Christie and RG calculated the potential to 
remove c 1/3 of trains from the centre.  It is dumb 
to keep pushing commuters into the City, only to 
pump them out again to the NW.  Better 
densification zone – medium not high density (a 
la Melbourne) 

 
Parramatta 
Light Rail 

• Failed iA legitimisation stages – Needs, 
Feasibilities, Business Case – no 

Option is completion of the original line, Parra to 
Epping, which would take paths off Main West 
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NB financials 
hidden from tax-
paying owners of 
Govt 

assessment of best means of support 
for Parra CBD development 

• Construction effects have started 
without approval e.g. demolition of 
Royal Oak hotel 

and link better with NW line and to Second 
Airport, especially if tram/trains run per RG’s 
EDDINGTON BEDROCK. 
Tram/trains more on original ParraCity basis 
(another case of cancel/restore) 

Bankstown 
Metro 
 
NB financials 
hidden from tax-
paying owners 
of Govt 

• Failed iA legitimisation stages – Needs, 
Feasibilities re vehicles, routes (East 
Hills, NW) 

• Business Case – 110 redactions, probably 
NIL benefits Vs extant Bradfield rail 

Christie/Greiner iNSW found Bankstown is lowest 
priority, East West highest priority + links with 
KSA and CBD for NW if tram/trains used cf 
EDDINGTON BEDROCK.  COST IS $20+ billion, only $7+ 
billion allocated, TfNSW confirmed it was chosen 
in-house, NO ELECTORAL LEGITIMACY 

Northern 
Beaches traffic 
solution:  BRT, 
Neutral Bay, 
Cremorne, 
Mosman and 
the Spit 

• Failed iA legitimisation stages – Needs, 
Feasibilities (DOTARS 2002/RG 2008 
alternative tunnel patterns, BRT faster) 

Combines two projects without legitimacy.  Will 
over-densify Beaches Peninsula.  Baird 
suppressed 2008 strategy – cheaper, faster, less 
intrusive.  (His and Berejiklian’s Rozelle to 
Allambie Hts option is monumentally stupid – it 
repeats past failed promises which were too 
expensive and difficult (already geotech results 
indicate high risks) 

Bondi Beach & 
Broadway/ 
SydUni 
Expressnets* 

• Rainy-days ideas for PMs and Premiers – 
takes the EC design competition in Bath 
for contexts where parking and 
congestion are critically constrained 

Highest example of urban innovation albeit not 
so new overseas.  Current obsessions with 
reintroducing trams on Bondi or Birriga Rds are 
laughable except they led to the sacking of a 
good GM and recruitment of WA tram fanatics.  
SydUni resistant, impeccable track record of 
failure in transport campaigns 

Fast train to 
satellite 

• Urban population pressure can be 
combined with cross-regional fast rail to 
create “ 

Value Capture will not contribute to principal 
cost elements.  Land banking might but the cost 
will balloon over using existing corridors. 

WestConnex  -  
Business Plan 

• Failed iA legitimisation stages – Needs, 
Feasibilities re route options (1960s 
alignments maintained especially in 
East) 

• iA pointed to consequences of 
inadequate pre-planning 

• Benefit/cost not as in iA – actually 0.7 or 
lower i.e. infeasible 

While a long-term “gap”, the link was established 
in the 1990s and earlier but RMS refused 
Rockdale City and Sydney City suggestions for 
specific better alignments.  The recent 
withdrawal of the only tenderer from the Tempe 
Spaghetti pointed to a bad error but then 
combining it with a shorter F6 was an imitation 
of past Ministerial blunders 

• adaptation of EC design competition, fit with PM’s urban innovation theme 
 

The submission I gave Turnbull in December 2015 and to new PM Albanese on 22 May 2022 remains the only 
way for the Government to go – to meet ORCD guidelines and national priorities, and start to repair 
corruption, waste and inefficiency left from early ALP and all LNP explorations into the depths of 
incompetence. 
 

“Lost Continent” means that democratic challenges of climate change and mitigation, Covid, equity and debt 
in the world’s largest island and smallest continent will not be repairable within the parameters accepted by 
the current political leaders even to the point of their taking major national decisions out of Parliament and 
out of elections.  Just as before the vortex of decrepitude of the “NSW Disease” from February 2012, warning 
flags are being waved here lest we let democracy slide into the wider historical amnesia. 
 
The nation needs a leader but the one we 
inherited on 21 May is unable to respond to 
normal leadership signals about health and 
climate crises as well as integrity failures.  
He is neutralising central tenets of a modern 
democracy. 
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He said on that day “I know I have to 
change, and I will”, but his behaviour 
remains hostile to alternative views even 
where his own record indicates he does 
indeed need to change.  There is no mystery 
what the changes are. 

 

This booklet comprises previous advices that were conveyed on Twitter and Facebook as well as on the 
internet, especially recently at sydneybetrayals.me.  It includes some public material provided to anti-
corruption and law enforcement authorities.  It represents a lifetime of skills, wisdom and achievement. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
This is a helicopter overview of major parts of 
“Rescue Sydney”. 
 
Corruption impedes investment, with consequent 
effects on growth and jobs.  Countries capable of 
confronting corruption use their human and 
financial resources more efficiently, attract more 
investment, and grow more rapidly. 
 
The World Bank Group recognizes that corruption 
comes in different forms. It might impact service 
delivery, such as when an official asks for bribes to 
perform routine services.  Corruption might 
unfairly determine the winners of government 
contracts, with awards favouring friends, relatives, 
or business associates of government officials.  Or 
it might come in the form of state capture, 
distorting how institutions work and who controls 
it. 

 
One might assume that governments have people of skill and experience in their ranks of elected and un-
elected officials.  One does not assume we know all that much about what those people hope to achieve and 
how.   
 
How often do we believe election promises and how many times do governments do what is least expected 
(and definitely not hoped for)?   
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But nonetheless all have to work within the framework of “the Rule of Law” and if any don’t they know they 
will be punished. All are expected to do what they are paid for to a high outcome level, including respecting 
and engaging communities (who are their tax-paying “masters”).   

 
Instead, politicians like Turnbull through to Morrison and their sycophants, Baird through to Perrottet, and 
Kennedy through all of his clients, specialise in deceit and camouflage of corrupt intents and methods. 
 
Chalmers is proceeding unabashed by a record of failure in  

 
1. not criticising Morrison and Frydenberg during a disastrous budgetary collapse from 2016 and 

especially in 2019;  in  
2. not presenting an effective response to the Last Coalition Budget and  
3. accepting a deferral to October of what was promised to be substantive but is looking, smelling and 

tasting like a Frydenberg/Kennedy clone 
 
He refuses to address such explicit warnings as 
 

• the faulty design of the Sydney metros which made the case for a pause in and from 2018, with 
Berejiklian panicking but falsely proceeding.  The repressions means a future generation will incur at 
least $30 billion to augment and re-configure the erroneous scheme.  The PM and Chalmers explicitly 
support the extension of the metro network to deleterious effects on the Nancy Bird Walton Walton 
airport, the Aerotropolis and freight links between eastern ports and the three most important 
eastern economies through am incompetent Inland Rail project which risks moving back onto the 
Budget balance sheets as a massive liability;   

• ignoring the only national thinking by an experienced reform implementer on a steady reduction in 
bushfire risks through the recruitment and training, equipping and management of some 8,000 
indigenous rangers, and  

• proceeding with a Frydenberg “gifting budget” model instead of a more professional, balanced and 
nation-building model, with multiple benefits through health, fire risk, transport/land use and even 
Defence systems;  relying on a Secretary who failed through the succession of Frydenberg 
miscalculations, distorted processes, faulty instruments and stimulus tools, and poor design of 
payment streams.  His previous roles under Turnbull were disastrous, the cost of reduced capacity, 
dreadful transit to the new airport, missed productivity and congestion/housing imposts, all 
estimated to exceed $400 billion. 

 
Economics is a touchstone but is largely disregarded now through populist giftings to carbon corporates and 
Party cronies without “productivity” and “equity” assessments.  I’ve been a lone voice in many ways, I’m a 
highly-qualified economist, political scientist and economic history (3 Uni majors), especially in urban and 
regional studies (Chicago, Sydney and Australian and NZ Cities as well as Sicily);  as well as in practical terms in 
nations, cities and regions. Populist politics separate from proper engagement has no place in my and OECD’s 
logic chains applying to national prosperity and productivity. 

 
Jim Chalmers is a biographer and Kennedy is a health economist and neither performed with less than 
shame during recent travails from 2019 and 2015 respectively:  friends who are partners in crime. 
 
OECD templates link infrastructure to economic productivity and efficiency, to national and international 
climate responsibilities and opportunities, to fair and equitable treatment of the damaged and vulnerable, 
and to intergenerational prosperity.   
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The project has a capital repayment equivalent of $86,500,000 per 
month to order to be a “Ghost Train” – a surrogate designed to 
satisfy HK’s MTR and the metromaniacs who sprung up from 
2005.  Some $1 billion a year could be more productively used in 
health, climate mitigation and many other places at the discretion 
of a Cabinet and Party Room finally free of the “shameful tolerance 
of corruption”. 
 
The Budget’s methodology was faulty from the beginning as was 
warned repeatedly, designed to avoid national priorities and 
support the imminently failed metro model – beleaguered by 
engineering and economic faults. 
 
The new Secretary of PM&C was welcomed as a lost cousin by 
Chalmers and has been as refusalist as Kennedy who has fought 
me since 2015.  Notes follow on why budget integrity is important;  
and that Albanese’s Integrity promise cannot exclude Treasury.  
This is, I hope, self-explanatory, it could be represented again as a 
brick wall but the importance of strategic back-planning is seen 
today in the confusion over Defence planning: 
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